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Abstract
Dijkstra’s algorithm solves the single-source shortest path problem on any directed graph in
O(m + n log n) time when a Fibonacci heap is used as the frontier set data structure. Here n
is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges in the graph. If the graph is nearly
acyclic, other algorithms can achieve a time complexity lower than that of Dijkstra’s algorithm.
Abuaiadh and Kingston gave a single-source shortest path algorithm for nearly acyclic graphs
with O(m + n log t) time complexity, where the new parameter, t, is the number of delete-min
operations performed in priority queue manipulation. If the graph is nearly acyclic, then t is
expected to be small, and the algorithm out-performs Dijkstra’s algorithm. Takaoka, using a
di3erent de4nition for acyclicity, gave an algorithm with O(m + n log k) time complexity. In
this algorithm, the new parameter, k, is the maximum cardinality of the strongly connected
components in the graph.
The generalised single-source (GSS) problem allows an initial distance to be de4ned at each
vertex in the graph. Decomposing a graph into r trees allows the GSS problem to be solved within
O(m + r log r) time. This paper presents a new all-pairs algorithm with a time complexity of
O(mn+nr log r), where r is the number of acyclic parts resulting when the graph is decomposed
into acyclic parts. The acyclic decomposition used is setwise unique and can be computed in
O(mn) time. If the decomposition has been pre-calculated, then GSS can be solved within
O(m+ r log r) time whenever edge-costs in the graph change. A second new all-pairs algorithm
is presented, with O(mn+nr2) worst-case time complexity, where r is the number of vertices in
a pre-calculated feedback vertex set for the nearly acyclic graph. For certain graphs, these new
algorithms o3er an improvement on the time complexity of the previous algorithms.
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1. Introduction
Dijkstra’s algorithm [4] is used as the basis for many shortest path algorithms, and
can solve the single-source shortest path problem in O(m+ n log n) worst-case time if
a Fibonacci heap [5] is used as the frontier set data structure. Here n is the number
of vertices and m is the number of edges in the directed graph. (Gibbons presents
an introduction to graph theory terms [6].) Variations and improvements on Dijkstra’s
algorithm, have seen algorithms better suited to certain classes of graphs. These new
algorithms improve the time complexity by introducing a parameter related to the graph
structure. One such class of algorithms o3er improvement for nearly acyclic graphs.
Abuaiadh and Kingston [2] gave a single-source shortest path algorithm for nearly
acyclic graphs with O(m + n log t) time complexity, where the new parameter, t, is
the number of delete-min operations performed in priority queue manipulation. If the
graph is nearly acyclic, then t is expected to be small, and the algorithm out-performs
Dijkstra’s algorithm. For this algorithm, the de4nition of t is not directly related to
the graph structure. Takaoka [7], using a di3erent de4nition for acyclicity, gave an
algorithm with O(m+ n log k) time complexity. In this algorithm, the new parameter,
k, is the maximum cardinality of the strongly connected components in the graph. The
de4nition of k is directly related to the graph structure. Takaoka also gave a hybrid
form of this new algorithm, which combined the new approach with that of Abuaiadh
and Kingston.
These improved algorithms have shown that for nearly acyclic graphs, the number of
delete-min operations performed in priority queue manipulation can be reduced. Using
Dijkstra’s algorithm to calculate the single-source shortest path problem will always
involve n delete-min operations, giving a total time complexity of O(m + n log n). In
contrast, the single-source shortest path problem over a directed acyclic graph with
positive edge weights involves no delete-min operations, allowing a total time com-
plexity of O(m+ n). The delete-min operations introduce an additional factor into the
time complexity, which can increase the running time of the algorithm. If the struc-
ture of the graph allows a reduction in the number of delete-min operations, then the
improved algorithms o3er a better time complexity. These improved algorithms o3er
a better understanding of how to calculate shortest path problems more eEciently in
terms of graph structure and the time complexity.
This paper presents two new shortest path algorithms for nearly acyclic graphs.
Section 2 presents an introductory generalised single-source (GSS) shortest path al-
gorithm with time complexity O(m + r log r), where r is the number of trigger ver-
tices. Here trigger vertices are de4ned as the roots of trees that result when the graph
is decomposed into trees. A more general de4nition of trigger vertices is used in
Section 3, where the graph is decomposed into acyclic structures, and each acyclic
structure is ‘dominated’ by a single trigger vertex. This gives a new all-pairs al-
gorithm with time complexity O(mn + nr log r), where r is de4ned as the number
of such trigger vertices in the decomposition. Section 4 then generalises the selec-
tion of trigger vertices to any feedback vertex set of size r, for which a new
all-pairs shortest path algorithm with worst-case time complexity O(mn+ nr2) is pos-
sible. For many nearly acyclic graphs, r is less than
√
m, allowing this new all-pairs
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algorithm to perform with O(mn) time complexity. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 5.
The following subsections provide further introduction. Section 1.1 reviews the con-
cept of solving shortest path algorithms by graph decomposition, which has appeared
previously and is relevant to the algorithms presented by this paper. To introduce the
new algorithms, Section 1.2 begins with a description of Dijkstra’s algorithm, then gives
an overview of existing shortest path algorithms for nearly acyclic graphs. Section 1.3
describes the potential for improvement to existing GSS algorithms.
1.1. Related work
The algorithms presented in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper solve the shortest
path problem eEciently by decomposing the graph into parts. Section 2 uses a tree-
decomposition, and Section 3 uses an acyclic decomposition. Both of these decompo-
sitions are setwise unique.
The concept, solving shortest path algorithms by graph decomposition, was intro-
duced in the Ph.D. thesis of Diab Abuaiadh [1]. This work also appears in a technical
report published by Abuaiadh and Kingston [3]. Abuaiadh and Kingston prove that, in
general, an edge-disjoint decomposition can be used to break the graph into several
parts in order to improve the time complexity for solving the shortest path problem.
The analysis leaves parts of the time complexity with hypothetical values, which are
dependent upon the algorithms chosen for decomposing and solving shortest paths on
each part of the graph. Thus, the actual time complexity is not known until a spe-
ci4c decomposition algorithm is speci4ed. Abuaiadh and Kingston presented one such
algorithm for near acyclic directed graphs, whereby the graph was decomposed into
acyclic parts. The resulting decomposition lies somewhere between the tree decompo-
sition and acyclic decomposition methods presented in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper.
Note that the decomposition presented by Abuaiadh [1] is not setwise unique. That is,
the partitioning is not deterministic since several di3erent decompositions can result,
depending on the order that the graph is decomposed in.
Although Abuaiadh and Kingston prove that any edge-disjoint decomposition can be
applied to the shortest path problem, the exact form of the edge-disjoint decomposition,
how to calculate it, and the time complexity of the resulting shortest path problem
remain unde4ned. The algorithms presented in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper contribute
applications of the concept previously proven by Abuaiadh and Kingston. A signi4cant
part of this paper’s contribution lies in the thorough proofs of the time complexity for
each application of this concept.
The “trigger” vertices resulting from this paper’s tree and acyclic decompositions
are similar to Abuaiadh’s “red” vertices [1]. This paper di3ers from that work by en-
forcing setwise uniqueness of the decompositions used. This allows the new parameter
introduced into the time complexity to be well de4ned. That is, for both the tree and
acyclic decompositions in this paper, the resulting number of “trigger” vertices de-
pends only on the graph structure. Thus, the resulting number of trigger vertices is
4xed for any given graph. In comparison, the resulting number of “red” vertices in
Abuaiadh and Kingston’s acyclic decomposition method [1] depends on the order in
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which the algorithm proceeds. Their decomposition is able to perform at least as well
as this paper’s tree-decomposition, with the resulting number of “red” vertices 6 the
number of tree decomposition “trigger” vertices. However, it cannot do better than this
paper’s acyclic decomposition, with the number of “red” vertices ¿ the number of
acyclic decomposition “trigger” vertices. Tree decomposition can be seen as a special
case of Abuaiadh’s acyclic decomposition [1], as there is some similarity between the
“red” vertices and tree decomposition “triggers”. The tree decomposition presented in
this paper serves as introducing the more advanced concept of setwise unique acyclic
decomposition.
The acyclic decomposition method does require O(mn) time, as opposed to O(m)
time needed for Abuaiadh’s decomposition [1]. This is needed in order to ensure that
the resulting decomposition is setwise unique and has the lowest possible number
of trigger vertices. An O(mn) time decomposition is still acceptable for use with
all-pairs calculations. That is, once the decomposition has been computed, repeated
single-source calculations can be performed eEciently, and the O(mn) time com-
plexity does not impact upon the time complexity required for solving all-
pairs.
This paper builds upon the general concept presented by Abuaiadh [1], and con-
tributes with its acyclic decompositions applied under this general concept. Section 4
of this paper presents an all-pairs shortest path algorithm which makes use of a pre-
computed feedback vertex set. It introduces a new concept where pseudo-edges are
used to eEciently calculate shortest paths. This is a signi4cant advance as it is outside
the framework of Abuaiadh’s edge disjoint decomposition concept [1]. There is still
much research to be done in the area of solving shortest paths by graph decomposition.
Particularly as to which graph decomposition is optimal for solving the shortest path
problem on a given type of graph.
1.2. An overview of existing shortest path algorithms
This section begins with a description of Dijkstra’s algorithm, which is used as
a basis for the more specialised shortest path algorithms; refer to Algorithm 1. Dijkstra’s
algorithm computes the shortest paths from a starting vertex to all other vertices in
a directed graph, G=(V; E), where V is the set of vertices in the graph, and E is
the set of edges. Here V is given by the set integers {1; 2; : : : ; n}. In the following
description of Dijkstra’s algorithm, OUT (v) is de4ned as the set of all vertices w such
that there is a directed edge from vertex v to vertex w. The cost function c(v; w) gives
the edge cost from vertex v to vertex w.
Dijkstra’s algorithm maintains three sets for keeping track of vertices: the solution
set, S, the frontier set, F , and the set of vertices not in S or F (i.e. unexplored vertices).
The set S stores vertices for which the shortest distance has been computed. The set
F holds vertices v that have an associated tentative shortest path distance, d[v], but
do not have a 4nalised shortest path distance. This tentative distance is the distance of
the shortest path that involves only v and vertices in S. Any vertex in F is directly
connected to some vertex in S. We assume that all vertices in the graph are reachable
from the source vertex, s.
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Algorithm 1. Dijkstra’s Algorithm
S = {s};
F = ∅;
for each w in OUT (s) do {
add w to F with d[w] = c(s; w);
}
while F is not empty do {
select v such that d[v] is minimum among v in F ;
remove v from F ; /* delete min */
add v to S;
for each w in OUT (v) and not in S do {
if w is not in F then {
d[w] =d[v] + c(v; w);
add w to F ; /* insert */
}
else {




There are three operations used on F : delete min, insert, and decrease key. The
Fibonacci heap [5], 2–3 heap [8], and trinomial heap [9] support insert and decrease
key in O(1) time, and delete min in O(log n) time. Since every vertex is visited there
are n insert and n delete min operations. The number of decrease key operations is
O(m) since this corresponds to the number of edges in the graph. Thus, the overall
time complexity when a Fibonacci heap, 2–3 heap, or trinomial heap, is used for F is
O(m+ n log n).
The time complexity for the single-source shortest path problem can be reduced for
speci4c graph types. If the graph is acyclic, the shortest path problem requires just
O(m + n) time to solve. Abuaiadh and Kingston [2] improved Dijkstra’s algorithm
by de4ning ‘easy’ vertices which are not pointed to by any edges from outside of S.
Vertices which are pointed to by edges from outside of S are called ‘diEcult’ ver-
tices. If a vertex in F is an easy vertex, it is deleted from F without e3ort to locate
the minimum vertex. When there are no easy vertices in F , a delete min operation is
required. If t such delete min operations are required, then overall the algorithm exe-
cutes n insert, t 3nd min, and n delete operations on the frontier set. With these heap
operations and the use of a modi4ed Fibonacci heap for the frontier set data structure,
the algorithm’s time complexity is O(m+ n log t). For a given graph, if the value of t
is small compared to n, Abuaiadh and Kingston’s algorithm [2] will out-perform Dijk-
stra’s algorithm. In the remainder of this paper, whenever “Abuaiadh and Kingston’s”
method=algorithm is referred to, assume it refers to their paper Are Fibonacci Heaps
Optimal? [2], unless cited otherwise.
Takaoka [7] gave a single-source shortest path algorithm for nearly acyclic directed
graphs based on the strongly connected (SC) components of the graph. In Takaoka’s
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algorithm, a graph is decomposed into SC components and the acyclic structure linking
them. This requires an initial scan of the graph using Tarjan’s algorithm [10] to deter-
mine the strongly connected components. The shortest path calculation proceeds eE-
ciently through the acyclic structure linking SC components. The shortest paths within
an SC component are computed using a GSS shortest path algorithm. If the number
of vertices in the largest strongly connected component is k, then Takaoka’s algo-
rithm solves the single-source shortest path problem in O(m+ n log k) time. For given
graphs, if the value of k is small compared to n, Takaoka’s algorithm will out-perform
Dijkstra’s algorithm. Takaoka showed that this new algorithm could be combined with
that by Abuaiadh and Kingston into a hybrid algorithm which incorporates the merits
of each.
The GSS shortest path problem, de4ned by Takaoka [7], speci4es initial distances
d0[v] for each vertex v in the graph. The algorithm for the GSS problem is the same
as Dijkstra’s algorithm, except it begins with all vertices in the frontier set. 1 For this
purpose, the GSS initial distances for a given SC component arise from shortest paths
through the acyclic structure to the SC component. The GSS algorithm of Takaoka [7]
is given below, but presented similarly to Dijkstra’s algorithm for comparison. Also,
only vertices with a non-in4nite initial distance are initially placed in the frontier set.
Algorithm 2. GSS Algorithm
S = ∅;
F = ∅;
for each v in V do {
if d0[v] =∞ then add v to F with d[v] =d0[v];
}
while F is not empty do {
select v such that d[v] is minimum among v in F ;
remove v from F ; /* delete min */
add v to S;
for each w in OUT (v) and not in S do {
if w is not in F then {
d[w] =d[v] + c(v; w);
add w to F ; /* insert */
}
else {




1 This is not strictly necessary since only vertices with d0[v] =∞ are required to be in the frontier set
initially. Thus, if only some vertices have a non-in4nite initial distance, it is possible to avoid a large frontier
set.
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The use of GSS is not restricted only to Takaoka’s algorithm for nearly acyclic
graphs. The conventional single-source shortest path problem has d0[s] = 0 and d0[v]
=∞ for all v = s, and as a result all shortest paths must originate from vertex s. If
we had other source vertices u with d0[u] = 0, a resulting shortest path distance d[v]
would correspond to the shortest path from the closest source to v.
1.3. Possible improvements to existing algorithms
Takaoka’s algorithm can only o3er improved time complexity over Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm for graphs which are not strongly connected. Abuaiadh and Kingston’s algorithm
only o3ers improvement when easy vertices result during a run of the algorithm. Nearly
acyclic graph structures are possible for which no easy vertices will result during a run
of Abuaiadh and Kingston’s algorithm. If a single vertex, u, in the graph points to all
others, then no vertex can become “easy” until u has been included into S; and it is
possible that u could be the last vertex included into S. The problem here is that the
time complexity of Abuaiadh and Kingston’s algorithm, O(m + n log t), is de4ned in
terms of the number of delete min operations, t, and not in terms of the graph struc-
tural properties. This is especially true when solving a GSS problem where the GSS
initial distance distribution causes delete-min operations to occur in an order which
prevents the occurrence of easy vertices.
Consider a graph containing a tree-structure, tree(v), where v is the root vertex of the
tree. Suppose a delete min operation selects v 4rst. Then all other vertices in tree(v)
will subsequently be moved to S as each becomes easy. The moving of vertices to
S propagates through the entire tree structure. This is the best case for Abuaiadh and
Kingston’s method. However, within a tree of size j, the worst case for Abuaiadh and
Kingston’s method is j delete min operations. This occurs when GSS initial distances
d0[w] for vertices w∈tree(v) are inversely proportional to the number of edges on the
path from v through tree(v) to w.
2. Shortest path algorithms using tree-decomposition
This section presents a GSS algorithm which decomposes a graph into trees in order
to improve the time complexity required when solving the shortest path problem on
nearly acyclic directed graphs. This serves as an introduction to the new algorithm
presented in Section 3 which uses a more general acyclic decomposition. An important
feature of both these algorithms is that the decomposition used is setwise unique; refer
back to Section 1.1. For certain kinds of graphs, the algorithm in this section improves
on Abuaiadh and Kingston’s algorithm [2] (when used for solving GSS problems), and
introduces improvement to Takaoka’s algorithm [7].
De4ne IN(v) as the set of vertices u such that there is an edge (u; v) in the graph.
Then tree structures in a graph can be identi4ed as follows:
• A root vertex, v, in a tree structure has |IN (v)|¿1 or |IN (v)|=0.
• A non-root vertex, v, in a tree structure has |IN (v)|=1.
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Fig. 1. Example of a graph viewed as linked tree structures.
Denote the tree structure in the graph rooted at vertex v by tree(v). If there is a directed
edge from a vertex in a tree, T , to a root vertex w of some other tree, then T is
a neighbouring tree of w.
Fig. 1 illustrates a graph viewed as a set of tree structures. Edges which point to
a root vertex are shown as dashed lines. In the simpli4ed view, such edges with the
same source tree and destination root vertex are represented using a single pseudo-
edge. From the simpli4ed view, it is easily seen that in general only 1 delete min
operation per tree structure is necessary. The 4rst step of the new algorithm is to
scan each vertex, v, in the graph to determine root and non-root vertices, accord-
ing to the value of |IN (v)|. In this description, a root vertex is called a ‘trigger’
vertex. A trigger vertex triggers shortest path distance updates into other vertices
in the tree. 2 The rest of the algorithm consists of two updating passes through the
graph.
Algorithm 3 gives the 4rst updating pass of the algorithm. This calculates 4rst-
tentative shortest path distances d1[v] for vertices in each tree. No delete min opera-
tions are performed during this 4rst updating pass. At the beginning of the algorithm,
each vertex v has a GSS initial distance, d0[v]. The updating of vertices in a tree
requires a queue, Q, to be maintained. The queue can be maintained in either 4rst-in
4rst-out (breadth 4rst search) or last-in 4rst-out (depth 4rst search). Alternatively, the
algorithm can be implemented as a recursive depth-4rst search, eliminating the need
for the algorithm to maintain a queue.
2 For the special case, where the graph is a ring of vertices, such that every vertex v has IN (v)= 1, any
one vertex can be chosen at random for the trigger.
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Algorithm 3. First Stage of the New GSS Algorithm
/* assume trigger vertices are known */
Q= ∅;
for each vertex v do d1[v] =d0[v];
for each trigger vertex u do {
add non-trigger vertices in OUT (u) to Q;
while there is a vertex v in Q do {
remove v from Q;
for each vertex w in OUT (v) do {
d1[w] =min(d1[w]; d1[v] + c(v; w));




The distance updates in Algorithm 3 are restricted from propagating between trees.
This is not strictly necessary for the algorithm to work, but for now it makes the
explanation simpler.
A 4rst-tentative shortest path distance d1[v] is the shortest distance resulting from
the initial distance d0[v] or paths of the form
(v1; v2; : : : ; vk ; v); k ¿ 1
for which
d1[v] = d0[v1] + c(v1; v2) + · · ·+ c(vk ; v):
With path length de4ned in terms of the number of edges traversed by the path, this
path has length k. The properties of such a path of length k are:
• Each vi (16i6k), lies on the same tree, T ; that is, vi∈T for 16i6k.
• If vertex v is a non-trigger, then it is on the same tree as vertices vi (16i6k).
• If vertex v is a trigger vertex, then vertices vi (16i6k) are on a neighbouring tree
of v.
Note that in this restricted algorithm no trigger vertex will be involved in the 4rst-
tentative shortest path of another trigger vertex. A trigger vertex can only be updated
from as far away as non-trigger vertices in neighbouring trees. At the end of the 4rst
updating pass, the following assertions hold:
• For each trigger vertex u, the shortest path to u that can result from non-trigger
vertices in neighbouring trees of u has been calculated. This distance is given in
d1[u].
• Any improvements on d1[u] for any trigger vertex, u, must involve a path from
another trigger vertex.
Algorithm 4 gives the second updating pass algorithm.
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Algorithm 4. Second Stage of the New GSS Algorithm (Continues from Algorithm 3)
1. S = ∅;
2. insert all trigger vertices with nonzero |IN (v)| into F ;
3. for each vertex v do d[v] =d1[v];
4. while F is not empty do {
5. select u such that d[u] is the minimum among u in F ; /* delete min */
6. remove u from F ;
7. add u to S;
8. add u to Q;
9. while there is a vertex v in Q do {
10. remove v from Q;
11. for each vertex w in OUT (v) do {
12. d[w] =min(d[w]; d[v] + c(v; w));
/* If w is a trigger vertex a decrease key operation may occur. */




For the second updating pass, only trigger vertices are involved in the frontier set,
F , and solution set, S. At lines 5 and 6, the trigger vertex, u, which has minimum d[u],
is selected and removed from F . Call this the minimum trigger vertex. This vertex is
then added to the solution set, S.
Before the ith iteration at line 5, let the state of the solution set, S, be
S = {u1; u2; : : : ; ui−1} (added in this order):
Then we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1. (1) For trigger vertices uk ∈S (16k6i−1), d[uk ] is the shortest distance
to vertex uk .
(2) For all vertices v∈tree(uk) and all uk (16k6i−1), d[v] is the shortest distance
to vertex v.
(3) For trigger vertices u∈F , d[u] is the distance of the shortest path to u which
uses an initial path of zero or more non-triggers, followed by zero or more paths
through trees tree(v) for trigger vertices v∈S, to reach u.
Proof (By induction). Basis i=1: Assertions (1) and (2) above are automatically true
since S is empty. For assertion (3) above, d[u] is correctly computed by Algorithm 3
since S is empty.
Induction step: Assume the theorem is true for S = {u1; u2; : : : ; ui−1}. If ui is the
minimum among trigger vertices in F , then d[ui] is the shortest distance to ui since
the distance for a path through any other trigger vertex in F will be longer. Also, for
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v∈tree(ui), the shortest distance d[v] is correctly computed since there is no shorter
path to v that goes through other triggers. Finally, for trigger vertices u remaining in
F , d[u] will be updated if tree(ui) is a neighbouring tree of u. Therefore for triggers
u remaining in F , the distance of the shortest path that goes through trigger vertices
in u1; u2; : : : ; ui is correctly computed since ui and tree(ui) will be the latest possible
trigger and tree structure to go through to reach u. Hence the theorem is true for
S = {u1; u2; : : : ; ui}.
Let there be a total of n vertices and m edges in the graph. The 4rst updating
pass through the graph takes O(m) time. Now assume a Fibonacci heap is used for,
F . Suppose there are r trigger vertices in the graph, then there will be r delete min
operations in the second updating pass, each taking at most O(log r) time, giving
a combined worst case time complexity O(r log r). The second updating pass also has
an O(m) time component, which accounts for each edge traversed, and any decrease
key operations. Combining these times, the worst case time complexity of the entire
algorithm is O(m + r log r). For the conventional single-source problem, the 4rst
updating pass can be simpli4ed to only include the tree rooted at the source
vertex.
The GSS algorithm will perform well when a graph is made up of large tree struc-
tures; that is, r n. For the same graph, Abuaiadh and Kingston’s algorithm could
take O(m + n log n) time to compute GSS since the worst-case value for t is n. The
worst-case value of t is not as bad for conventional single source, 3 taking at most
O(m+n log r) time since t is at most r+1. Applying tree decomposition with Abuaiadh
and Kingston’s concept of easy vertices produces a hybrid GSS algorithm with a worst
case time complexity of O(m+ r log t), where t is the number of easy trigger vertices
resulting from r trigger vertices.
This new GSS algorithm can be applied in Takaoka’s single-source algorithm for
acyclic graphs [7] when solving GSS on each SC component. This gives a time
complexity of O(m + r log k), where k is the maximum number of trigger vertices
in any single SC component, and r is the total number of trigger vertices in the
graph.
3. Shortest path algorithms using acyclic decompositions
In Section 2 the graph was decomposed into tree structures. The root vertex ‘dom-
inates’ the tree since no vertex outside of the tree structure can update the shortest
path of vertices in the tree without 4rst updating the root vertex of the tree. This sec-
tion generalises from decomposing the graph into trees to decomposing the graph into
acyclic parts which are dominated by a single trigger vertex.
In order to describe how a graph can be decomposed into acyclic parts, we describe
an algorithm which 4nds all vertices of an acyclic part. This algorithm uses a restricted
3 In conventional single source, a delete min always occurs at the source vertex and all other non-triggers
are encountered as easy vertices.
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depth 4rst search, where the depth 4rst search (DFS) at a vertex v is only allowed
to proceed if all the incoming edges of v have been traversed. In this description, we
say a vertex has been ‘reached’ if any of its incoming edges were traversed, but if
all incoming edges of a vertex have been traversed, we say that the vertex has been
‘unlocked’. Consider a restricted depth 4rst search from a source vertex, v0. Vertex
v0 can be considered a trigger vertex, and the vertices that are unlocked during the
restricted depth 4rst search are marked as non-triggers. All the non-triggers unlocked
by the restricted depth 4rst search belong to the acyclic part dominated by vertex v0.
Note that non-triggers do not have incoming edges originating from outside of the
acyclic part. Thus, a vertex outside of the acyclic part cannot update the shortest path
to a vertex inside the acyclic part without updating the shortest path to v0.
In order to decompose the entire graph into such acyclic parts, several restricted depth
4rst searches need to be performed. These depth 4rst searches need to be performed
so that the minimum number of trigger vertices for such an acyclic decomposition is
obtained. Algorithm 5 presents an O(mn) time algorithm for decomposing the entire
graph into such acyclic parts.
Algorithm 5. Locate Dominators
/* Global Variables */
Vertex v0;
Vertex Set L;
/* Restricted Depth First Search Function */
rdfs(v) {
for each w in OUT (v) do {
if w = v0 then {
in count[w] = in count[w]− 1;
if w is not in L then insert w in L;
if in count[w] ==0 then {
is trigger[w] = false;
Aw = ∅;






/* Main Program */
for each v in V do {
in count[v] = |IN(v)|;
is trigger[v] = true;
Av= [v];
}
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for each v in V do {




/* For visited vertices w, reset in count[]. */
for each w in L do in count[w] = |IN(w)|;
}
}
This algorithm cycles through all n possible source vertices v0, and attempts the
restricted depth 4rst search for each of them. If a vertex v0 has already been unlocked
in a previous depth 4rst search, then it is not used as the source for a new depth 4rst
search, since this would just be repeating a process that took place earlier. During each
restricted depth 4rst search, the array in count[] keeps track of how many incoming
edges have been traversed for each vertex. After each restricted depth 4rst search, it
is necessary to reset in count[v] for each vertex v that was reached by the search,
before a restricted depth 4rst search from the next source can begin. To accomplish
this eEciently, Algorithm 5 uses a set L to keep track of vertices that are reached
during the current restricted depth 4rst search. The set, L, is implemented using two
one-dimensional arrays, giving O(1) time for the set operations insert and 3nd.
For each vertex v, an ordered list Av keeps track of the vertices in the acyclic part
dominated by v. Initially each list Av contains only vertex v. During the restricted
DFS initiated from a vertex v0, unlocked vertices w are added to Av0 , and Aw is set
to empty since w cannot be trigger vertex. A property of the unlocking DFS is that
vertices are unlocked in topological order. Thus, the resulting lists of vertices are topo-
logically sorted. At the end of this algorithm, each trigger vertex v, has a corresponding
topologically sorted list Av containing all vertices of the acyclic part dominated by v,
including v itself. Non-trigger vertices have Av set to empty.
A particular restricted depth 4rst search can encounter a vertex v, which was used
as a trigger in a previous depth 4rst search, but has had all of its incoming edges
traversed in this depth 4rst search. This causes the re-traversal of vertices reached by
the previous depth 4rst search, which results in some ineEciency, but can allow the
current depth 4rst search to proceed deeper than the depth 4rst search from the previous
source allowed.
To summarise, Algorithm 5 determines a set of trigger vertices, where each trigger
vertex u identi4es an acyclic structure A consisting of u and all non-trigger vertices
unlocked from u. We can then say that u dominates A since all paths from outside of
A must pass through vertex u in order to reach any vertex inside A.
Theorem 2. For a given graph, the decomposition is unique in terms of the set of
acyclic parts. However, for a given acyclic part there may be a choice in trigger
vertex.
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Proof. There are n potential trigger vertices u, and each has associated with it a po-
tential acyclic part Bu consisting of u and all vertices which can be unlocked from u.
A valid decomposition is de4ned as a selection of trigger vertices such that no trigger
vertex is contained within the acyclic part of another trigger vertex. That is, there is no
overlapping of acyclic parts. Because of the ‘unlocking’ property of acyclic parts, there
are only two possible cases of overlap that can occur among the n potential acyclic
parts. Consider a vertex, v, inside a potential acyclic part Bu:
(1) Bv does not contain vertex u, and Bv is completely contained within Bu.
(2) (special case): Bv contains vertex u, so Bv and Bu are essentially the same acyclic
part, apart for the choice of trigger vertex.
For any instances of Case 1 in the graph, v is eliminated as a potential trigger vertex,
since it is forced to be a non-trigger vertex in the acyclic part Bu. In a valid decom-
position consisting of trigger vertices v and corresponding acyclic parts Bv, Case 1
cannot apply since there will not be any such vertex u and acyclic part Bu containing
v. A valid decomposition is set-wise unique since there is no choice over these Case
1 situations. Case 2 only applies if Case 1 does not. Therefore, Case 2 situations can
only occur for trigger vertices u and corresponding acyclic parts Bu that are part of
a valid decomposition. Any instances of Case 2 in the graph, allow a choice for which
trigger vertex to use in the acyclic part, but do not alter the setwise uniqueness of the
decomposition.
For a given graph, there is only one possible set of acyclic parts resulting from
this type of decomposition. A valid trigger vertex is a vertex that can be used as
the trigger of an acyclic part in the decomposition. Algorithm 5 considers all possible
trigger vertices for the source in an unlocking DFS, including valid trigger vertices.
Eventually, the unlocking DFSs that are started from valid trigger vertices will cause
any invalid trigger vertices to be marked as non-triggers. When there is more than
one valid trigger vertex for an acyclic part, the one which was 4rst encountered (as
the source of an unlocking DFS) is used. Let r be the number of trigger vertices
resulting from such a decomposition. The value of r is 4xed for any given graph, and
Algorithm 5 in e3ect minimises n potential trigger vertices down to a selection of r
valid trigger vertices.
Algorithm 5 takes O(mn) time to compute the set of acyclic parts and trigger vertices.
This exceeds the time complexity of single-source shortest path algorithms, including
GSS. However, a selection of trigger vertices obtained using Algorithm 5 is useful
when solving the all-pairs problem by repeating n single-source problems.
Using the selection of trigger vertices v and acyclic parts Av found using Algorithm 5,
the shortest path algorithm can update shortest path distances through each acyclic part
independently using the topologically ordered lists. Algorithm 6 shows an all-pairs
shortest path algorithm which uses this idea.
Algorithm 6. All-Pairs Algorithm Using Topologically Ordered Acyclic Parts
/* Global Variables */
Vertex Set L;
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/* Scan distance updates through the acyclic part of trigger vertex u */
update(u) {
for each vertex v in order from list Au do {
for each w in OUT (v) do {
d[w] =min(d[w]; d[v] + c(v; w));




/* Main Program */
for each v0 in V do {
let d be a reference to row v0 of array D;
for each vertex v do d[v] =∞;
d[v0]= 0;
S = ∅;
insert all trigger vertices into F ;
if not is trigger[v0] then {
let u0 be the trigger vertex of the acyclic part containing v0.
update(u0);
}
while F is not empty do {
select u such that d[u] is the minimum among u in F ; /* delete min */
remove u from F ;




Distance updates through an acyclic part of trigger vertex u are initiated by calling
update(u). This function scans the vertices v of Au in topological order, updating the
shortest path distances to vertices in OUT (v). The position of each vertex v in the
topological order ensures that all possible updates to d[v] have occurred before distance
updates for vertices in OUT (v) occur. Thus, the order of distance updates is correct.
As with other shortest path algorithms, F is the frontier set, and S is the solution set.
To simplify the description of Algorithm 6, F initially contains all trigger vertices.
However, the algorithm can easily be modi4ed so that trigger vertices v are inserted
into F the 4rst time an update occurs to d[v]. This will not change the worst-case
time complexity but may o3er a constant factor improvement since the time taken by
delete min depends on the number of vertices in the frontier set.
Now consider solving one single-source problem from a source vertex, v0. In
Algorithm 6, the two-dimensional array D[v; u] is used for storing the shortest path
distance from v to u. For the current source vertex, the one-dimensional array notation
d[v] refers to D[v0; v]. Initially, d[v0]= 0, and d[v] =∞ for all vertices v = v0. If v0 is
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a non-trigger vertex, the shortest path algorithm 4rst determines the trigger vertex, u0,
of the acyclic part that contains v0 and calls update(u0) to start distance updates from
v0. To solve the rest of the single-source problem, only the trigger vertices need to be
placed in a frontier set and considered for delete min operations. After a delete min
operation selects the minimum trigger vertex, u, the shortest path distances through
Au are updated by calling update(u). Then the next delete min operation occurs, and
so on, until the frontier set is empty. For cases where v0 is a non-trigger vertex,
distance updates through Av0 are eventually completed when update(u) occurs with u
corresponding to u0.
The correctness proof of Algorithm 6 is similar to the GSS algorithm presented in
Section 2 which selects trigger vertices as the roots of trees in the graph. If a Fibonacci
heap or equivalent data structure is used for F , the time complexity to solve one single-
source problem in Algorithm 6 is O(m + r log r), where r is the number of trigger
vertices (or dominators) in the graph. Overall, the time complexity of this improved
all-pairs shortest path algorithm is O(mn + nr log r), which includes the time taken
to determine trigger vertices. It remains to be seen if the decomposition algorithm
can be improved to be within the time complexity of the corresponding single-source
algorithm.
A variation of Algorithm 6 is possible which follows an unlocking DFS instead
of scanning topologically ordered lists. This would eliminate the need for maintaining
topologically ordered lists, but maintaining the in count[] array would increase the
computational overhead of Algorithm 6.
4. Shortest path algorithms using feedback vertex sets
The shortest path algorithms of Sections 2 and 3 select trigger vertices based on
trees and other acyclic structures in the graph. This allows shortest path distances
through the acyclic parts of the graph to be computed eEciently. This section ex-
tends the concept of trigger vertices to any selection of vertices that cause the re-
mainder of the graph to become acyclic. As will be shown, this allows for a more
eEcient all-pairs algorithm, but, at present, does not provide an improved single-source
algorithm.
Let G be the overall graph, and V be the set of vertices of G. Using the same
notation as before, n is the total number of vertices, m is the number of edges, and
r is the number of trigger vertices. Suppose a selection of trigger vertices is obtained
through some eEcient algorithm. A set of trigger vertices, T , must satisfy the following
property:
• If all vertices in T are removed from the graph, the remaining vertices, OT , induce
a graph which is acyclic. Note that the graph formed by vertices in OT is allowed to
be disconnected.
That is, a selection of trigger vertices corresponds to a feedback vertex set. Fig. 2 shows
an example graph to illustrate this concept. The lower illustration shows a generalised
view of this concept for a selection of r trigger vertices u1; u2; : : : ; ur . The view of
edges into and out of the acyclic structure has been simpli4ed using copies of each









Fig. 2. Example of identifying the graph structure as consisting of trigger vertices and an acyclic part.
trigger vertex, and pseudo-edges to represent many edges to or from the same trigger
vertex.
The new all-pairs algorithm consists of two stages. Algorithm 7 shows the 4rst
stage, and Algorithm 8 shows the second stage. The algorithm uses a two-dimensional
array, D, to hold shortest path distances as the computation proceeds. At the end of
the algorithm, array D holds the shortest path distance between any pair of vertices.
In the algorithm, the reference array, d, is used for referring to a row in D. Updating
the shortest path calculation through vertices in OT can be done eEciently, since the
graph induced by OT is acyclic. The algorithm uses a topological ordering of vertices
in OT , stored in an ordered set, L, which can be obtained in O(m+n) time. A graph, P,
whose vertices correspond to triggers, is constructed by the 4rst stage of the algorithm,
and used by GSS for calculating shortest path distances through vertices in T .
The 4rst stage of the new all-pairs algorithm calculates 4rst-tentative distances
d1[v0; v]. The notation d1[v0; v] is used to clarify this description, and corresponds
to the state of D[v0; v] at the end of Algorithm 7. This involves performing the 4rst
stage of several single-source problems. For each v0∈V :
• First-tentative shortest path distances d1[v0; v], from v0 to each vertex v∈V are
computed. 4 A distance d1[v0; v] corresponds to the shortest path from paths of the
form
(v0; v1; v2; : : : ; vk ; v); k ¿ 0;
where each vi∈ OT for 16i6k. The calculation of 4rst-tentative distances from a
source vertex v0 takes O(m) time.
4 Only the 4rst-tentative distances d1[v0; u], for vertices u∈T , and d1[v0; v0] = 0 are important for the
correctness of the second stage of the algorithm (see Algorithm 8). Other 4rst-tentative distances are not
important since the same computation can occur during Algorithm 8.
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As a by-product of the 4rst stage of the algorithm, a reduced graph, P, is computed
from G. Each vertex in P corresponds to a trigger vertex. The edge costs of edges in
P (called pseudo-edges) are de4ned as follows:
• The cost of pseudo-edge (u; w), where u∈T and w∈T , corresponds to the shortest
path from paths of the form
(u; v1; v2; : : : ; vk ; w); k ¿ 0;
where each vi∈ OT for 16i6k. That is, the path goes through only vertices in OT
except for end points. If there is no such path, the edge (u; w) does not exist in
graph P.
The 4rst stage, including the calculation of edges distances for P, takes O(mn) time.
For the rest of this explanation, m′ will denote the number of edges in P.
Algorithm 7. First Stage of the New All-Pairs Algorithm
1. Topologically sort vertices in OT , placing the result into the ordered set L.
2. for each vertex v0 in V do {
3. let d be a reference to row v0 of array D;
4. for each vertex v in V do d[v] =∞;
5. d[v0]= 0;
6. if v0 is in T then for each vertex w in OUT (v0) do d[w] = c(v0; w);
7. for each vertex v in order from L do {
8. for each vertex w in OUT (v) do {
9. d[w] =min(d[w]; d[v] + c(v; w));
10. }
11. }
12. if v0 is in T then {
13. for each vertex u in T with d[u] =∞ do {




In this 4rst stage of the algorithm, there are no delete min operations. Within the
outermost loop (lines 3–16) of Algorithm 7, O(m) total time will be taken up for
updating distances through the topological ordering of vertices, and for adding edges
to P. Any O(r) part is contained within the O(m) time bound, so the time to complete
one loop is O(m). With the outermost loop repeated n times, the total time taken is
O(mn). Upon completion of one cycle of the outermost loop, the shortest path distance
through OT from the source vertex, v0, to all other vertices will have been computed.
Upon completion of the 4rst stage of the algorithm, the shortest path distance through
OT between any pair of vertices (u; v) is in D[u; v]; that is D[u; v] is equal to the
4rst-tentative shortest path from u to v. Also, for any pair of vertices u∈T and v∈T :
• If D[u; v] =∞, then the edge from u to v in P has an edge cost equal to D[u; v].
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Although this method is eEcient for all-pairs, it is not eEcient for a single-source
problem since it would take O(rm) time to calculate the pseudo-edges of P, which
exceeds the O(m+ n log n) time complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm.
The second stage of the new all-pairs algorithm (refer to Algorithm 8) completes
the all-pairs shortest path computation. Note that distance values from Algorithm 7
are retained in D and used in Algorithm 8. This is important in the correctness of
Algorithm 8. The second stage of this all-pairs algorithm can be viewed as repeating
the second stage of each single-source problem. For each v0∈V :
(1) Let d1[v0; u] correspond to the value of D[v0; u] at the end of Algorithm 7. For
vertices u∈T , distances d1[v0; u] are used as the initial distances d0[u] for a GSS
problem on graph P. Algorithm 2, or some other eEcient GSS algorithm, is then
used for computing the GSS shortest path distances over P. A distance d[u], for
u∈T , computed from the GSS problem on P, corresponds to the distance of the
shortest path from paths of the form
(v0  u1  u2  · · · uk  u); k ¿ 0
for which each ui∈T (for 16i6k) is a unique trigger vertex on the path, and the
symbol  denotes a path of the form:
(v1; v2; : : : ; vj); j ¿ 0;
where vi∈ OT for 16i6j. This represents all possible paths from v0 to vertex u.
Hence the distances d[u] for u∈T computed from the GSS problem is the 4nal
shortest path distance D[v0; u] in the all-pairs problem. The correctness of this
assertion follows from the de4nition of the GSS problem; see Section 1.2 and
Takaoka [7].
(2) The 4nalised shortest path distances of the form D[v0; u], where u∈T , are then
used in calculating shortest path distances of the form D[v0; v] for vertices v∈ OT .
A distance d[v], for v∈ OT , at the end of the single-source computation from v0,
corresponds to the distance of the shortest path from paths of the form:
(v0  u1  u2  · · · uk  v); k ¿ 0
for which each ui∈T (for 16i6k) is a unique trigger vertex on the path. Hence
the distances d[v], referring to D[v0; v], for v∈ OT are 4nal in the all-pairs problem.
A single-source part in the second stage takes O(m+m′+r log r) time. This is repeated
n times to cover all source vertices, so the total time for the second stage is O(mn+
m′n+ nr log r).
Algorithm 8. Second Stage of the New All-Pairs Algorithm
18. for each vertex v0 in V do {
19. let d be a reference to row v0 of array D;
20. for each vertex v in T do set GSS initial distance for v to d[v];
21. Solve GSS problem on P;
/* This 3nalises distances d[v] (that is D[v0; v]) for v in T ; */
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22. for each vertex u in T do {
23. for each vertex w in OUT (u) do d[w] =min(d[w]; d[u] + c(u; w));
24. }
25. for each vertex v in order from L do {
26. for each vertex w in OUT (v) do {




Each outer loop of Algorithm 8 completes the single-source shortest path calcula-
tion from the source vertex v0 to all other vertices; lines 19–29. At line 21 the GSS
problem is solved, and d[v] holds the shortest path distance to vertices v∈T from
vertex v0. It takes O(m′ + r log r) time to solve the GSS problem on P. During the
entire second stage of the algorithm, delete min and other heap operations only occur
within the GSS algorithm. At the start of line 22, the shortest path distance from v0
to trigger vertices is known. To complete the single-source computation, the shortest
path from v0 to non-trigger vertices must be determined. Lines 22–29 do this by scan-
ning shortest path distance updates through the topological ordering of vertices in L.
These updates take O(m) time. After line 29, the single-source problem from vertex
v0 has been computed. The total time for the second stage to complete a single-source
computation is
O(m′ + r log r) + O(m) = O(m+ m′ + r log r):
The completion of the single-source computation is repeated for each v0∈V , so a
total of n single-source problems are completed. Therefore, the overall time com-
plexity of the second stage is O(mn + m′n + nr log r). Taking the combined time
of the 4rst and second stages of the algorithm, the overall time complexity
is
O(mn) + O(mn+ m′n+ nr log r) = O(mn+ m′n+ nr log r):
Accounting for the worst case, where m′ is O(r2), the time complexity becomes
O(mn+ nr2). For most nearly acyclic graphs we expect r to be much smaller than n,
and the time complexity of the algorithm becomes O(mn). Alternatively, if m′6m, the
time complexity will be O(mn+ nr log r).
If for a given graph, k is large and r is small, the new algorithm can give signi4cant
improvement over the previous shortest path algorithms [7]. Other implementations
of this algorithm are possible which are more eEcient by a constant factor. More
eEcient implementations can avoid distance updates from a vertex, v, when d[v] is still
in4nite. One such algorithm uses two separate depth 4rst search (DFS) like functions,
where one of the DFS functions only traverses edges and does not update shortest path
distances.
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5. Concluding remarks
It is possible to solve the generalised single-source problem in O(m+ r log r) time,
where r is the number of trigger vertices, with trigger vertices de4ned as roots of
trees that result when the graph is decomposed into trees. This gives an improve-
ment on existing shortest path algorithms for nearly acyclic graphs from Abuaiadh
and Kingston [2] and Takaoka [7]. It is possible to combine this new algorithm and
the previous algorithms into a hybrid algorithm which incorporates the properties of
each.
Extending the concept of trigger vertices, r can be de4ned as the number of trigger
vertices that result from decomposing the graph into acyclic structures. Future work
will investigate more general forms of this kind of acyclic decomposition. At present
the O(mn) time spent decomposing a graph into acyclic parts will only allow an
improved all-pairs algorithm with a time complexity of O(mn+ nr log r). Future work
will investigate whether it is possible to achieve this decomposition within the time
bounds of a single-source algorithm.
In the most general de4nition of trigger vertices, r can be de4ned as the number
of vertices in a pre-calculated feedback vertex set for the nearly acyclic graph. This
allows a new all-pairs algorithm with O(mn + nr2) worst-case time complexity. In
most cases of nearly acyclic graphs, r is less than
√
m, and the time complexity of the
algorithm becomes O(mn). This is a signi4cant improvement when the feedback vertex
set is known in advance. Given that the minimum feedback vertex set problem is NP-
complete, if the feedback vertex set is not known in advance, we need to be satis4ed
with a non-optimal feedback vertex set for triggers. Our ultimate goal is to 4nd a good
heuristic algorithm, within the time complexity of our shortest path algorithm, which
calculates a suitably sized, but not necessarily minimum, feedback vertex set. Another
consideration is whether an eEcient single-source algorithm can be devised which uses
any supplied feedback vertex set.
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